
PROFILE

An ambitious Computer Science Engineer skilled in programming and web development, seeking to contribute to
innovative projects as a Software Engineer or Web Developer.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
J.P. Morgan Software Engineering Virtual Experience on Forage - October 2023 09/2023 – 10/2023

•Set up a local dev environment by downloading the necessary files, tools and dependencies.
•Fixed broken files in the repository to make web application output correctly
•Used JPMorgan Chase's open source library called Perspective to generate a live graph that 
displays a data feed in a clear and visually appealing way for traders to monitor.

Accenture Developer Job Simulation on Forage - September 2023 08/2023 – 09/2023
•Actively participated in a realistic job simulation with Accenture as a Developer on Forage 
platform
•Demonstrated exceptional technical skills and problem-solving abilities in navigating 
complex programming challenges

Tata Consultancy Services ESG Job Simulation on Forage - October 2023 09/2023 – 10/2023
•Completed a simulation involving sustainability consulting for Tata Consultancy Services
•Assessed a client's sustainability needs
•Completed a comparative analysis of potential TCS solutions
•Developed a fitment matrix to present proposed solutions to address the client's needs

PROJECTS

Amazon-clone
•Demonstrated proficiency in web development by creating a dynamic Amazon clone using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
•Applied exceptional design skills to replicate Amazon's interface while ensuring responsiveness across multiple 
devices.

Online Food Ordering System
•Developed a highly efficient online food ordering system that allows customers to easily place orders from a 
comprehensive food menu .
•Inspired by renowned platforms such as Zomato and Swiggy, implemented innovative features to enhance the user 
experience .

Personal Portfolio Website
•Created a meticulously crafted portfolio website to showcase professional journey and creative endeavors.
•Designed a sleek and visually captivating interface for seamless navigation and exploration of skills, projects, and 
achievements.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Engineering | Computer Science & Engineering

Sant Gadge Baba University, Amravati
12/2021 – present

Amravati, India

SKILLS

Programming Languages                 Java , C++, Python , HTML, CSS, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Springboot-API
Developer Tools                                 Jupyter Notebook, Google Collab, Git, VS Code
Libraries                                              Pandas, NumPy, Seaborn, Matplotlib, sqlite
Soft Skills                                            Time Management, Problem Solving, Adaptability,Communication Skills.

CERTIFICATES
Software Engineering

Career Essentials in Generative AI

Python For Data Science

ESG certificate

Accenture Developer

Project Management Foundations

Vinay Uday Meshram
Software Engineer

meshram.vinay2003@gmail.com 9370084100 ,9146798579 Rukmini Nagar  Amravati.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vinay-meshram-0277b2273 https://github.com/iamvny

https://iamvny.github.io/Portfolio-Website/
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https://github.com/iamvny/Amazon-clone
https://iamvny.github.io/Online-Food-Ordering-Sytem-VMFoodFiesta/
https://iamvny.github.io/Portfolio-Website/
https://forage-uploads-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/completion-certificates/J.P.%20Morgan/R5iK7HMxJGBgaSbvk_J.P.%20Morgan_tRQsh7odjEfCkFfxx_1696148295295_completion_certificate.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/dfc3cf4e77081092e0235cae42cd2978497cdea019bf72eea39409ac32fb0460
https://www.credly.com/earner/earned/badge/35772946-cc69-42d0-818b-5ef103b680f6
https://forage-uploads-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/completion-certificates/Tata/N8Muuhk6XsXgMTeu2_Tata%20Consultancy%20Services_tRQsh7odjEfCkFfxx_1696142018648_completion_certificate.pdf
https://forage-uploads-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/completion-certificates/Accenture%20Nordics/PxenP4rHNE6Bh4nQz_Accenture%20Nordics_tRQsh7odjEfCkFfxx_1695617434850_completion_certificate.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/certificates/827d10ea8aa98d334d0ef717731f00a76eb926b0ada8fa3c323002232049dcf8
mailto:meshram.vinay2003@gmail.com
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